**TAKE AWAY**

**超值套餐  Value Set Meals $12.9+/set**

- A 卤肉饭套餐 Minced Pork Rice Set
  (卤肉饭+烫青菜+饮料)
  Minced Pork Rice+Boiled Vegetable+Soft Drink

- B 凤梨虾球套餐 Mayonnaise Pineapple Prawns Set
  (凤梨虾球+蛋炒饭+饮料)
  Mayonnaise Pineapple Prawns+Fried Rice+Soft Drink

- C 椒盐鸡饭套餐 Pepper&Spiced Salt Chicken Set
  (椒盐鸡+蛋炒饭+饮料)
  Pepper&Spiced Salt Chicken+Fried Rice+Soft Drink

- D 猪扒套餐 Fried Pork Chop Set
  (猪扒+蛋炒饭+饮料)
  Fried Pork Chop+Fried Rice+Soft Drink

- E 干炒牛河套餐 Stir-Fried Beef Horfun Set
  (干炒牛河+荷包蛋+饮料)
  Stir-Fried Beef Horfun+Fried Egg+Soft Drink

- F 水饺套餐 Boiled Dumplings Set
  (水饺+炸川丸子+饮料)
  Boiled Dumplings+Fried Meat Balls+Soft Drink

**热食 Hot Dishes**

- A•咸蛋虾球 Salted Egg Prawns $18
  •姜葱牛肉/鱼片/猪肉 Stir-Fried Beef with Spring Onion/Fish Slices/Pork $15/$15/$12
  •叁巴辣椒臭豆 Sambal Chilli Petai $15
  •清炒西兰花 Stir-Fried Broccoli $12
  •红油抄手 Dumplings in Chilli Oil $10
  •炸鸡排 Fried Chicken Cutlet $8
  •米饭 Steamed Rice $2

**饮料 Beverages**

- A•自制乌梅汁 Homemade Plum Juice $6
  •柠檬冰沙 Lemon Smoothie $6
  •芒果冰沙 Mango Smoothie $6
  •新鲜椰子水 Fresh Coconut $6

**Chef's Recommendation**

•**Available for take away only.**
•**All prices are subject to prevailing GST.**